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Clerical union files complaint
alleging ‘bad faith’ bargaining
By DEANA POOLE
Administration editor

JOHN BATES/Staff photographer

Look under my hood
Chris Beranek, a junior accounting major, tries to fix a friend’s car
Tuesday in the Lawson parking lot. The battery died and the hood
wouldn’t open because it is controlled electronically.

Governor may not have
say in student trustee
By AMY THON
Staff Writer
The second bill concerning the
student trustee vote Tuesday was
unanimously approved by the
Committee on Higher Education
and was amended so the governor
would not be allowed to select the
trustee.
The new bill will go to the
House floor today with three of

the four changes made by Gov.
Jim Edgar. The bill was amended
by Rep. Rick Winkel, the original
author of the first bill concerning
the student trustee’s right to vote.
The one change made by
Edgar, which was not included in
the amendment, is that the
governor will not be able to chose
the student trustee.
“We would be able to select our
See GOVERNOR page 2

Eastern’s clerical/technical
union filed an unfair labor
practice complaint, claiming the
university violated labor relation
acts by engaging in regressive
bargaining.
Eastern’s American Federation
of State, County and Municipal
Employees clerical/technical
union 981 filed the complaint
Friday with the Education Labor
Relations Board in Springfield.
The union represents about 200
Eastern secretaries, typists and
transcribers.
“(The complaint was) filed
because at the last bargaining
session they committed an unfair
labor practice, they made a
proposal to us that was less money
than the previous proposal which
is bad faith bargaining,” said Rick
Prince, staff representative for
AFSCME Council 31.
According to the complaint, “at
contract negotiations held on Sept.
11, 1997 employer representatives
from Eastern Illinois University
engaged in bad faith bargaining by
making economic proposals which
were regressive from their
previous proposals.”
According to an article in the
Oct. 21 edition of The Daily
Eastern News Prince said the
administration initially offered

“

(The complaint was)
filed because at the
last bargaining session they
committed an unfair labor
practice, they made a proposal
to us that was less money than
the previous proposal which is
bad faith bargaining.”
- Rick Prince,
staff representative for
AFSCME Council 31
clerical workers at 3 percent raise
in June, but after the union refused
the offer, the administration
reduced its offer to 2.7 percent.
The union is seeking the
university “be ordered to bargain
in good faith with the exclusive
representative, that the employer
be ordered to cease and desist
from its bad faith bargaining and
any other relief deemed
appropriate by the Board,” the
complaint stated.
Prince said the Education Labor
Relations Board will now
investigate the charges and
determine if “there is probable
cause for a hearing.”
In a written statement from
Eastern’s representative on
collective bargaining Bob
Wayland he said he was unaware

of the charges.
“We are unaware that a charge
of unfair labor practice or any
other charge has been filed by the
union against the university. We
continue to offer to meet with the
union and have a meeting
scheduled with representatives
this Friday,” Wayland said.
Prince said negotiations are
scheduled Friday.
“We are going to get a contract
out of this,” Prince said. “We
aren’t going to settle until we get a
good, fair, equitable contract. We
will continue to meet until we are
able to get a good contract.”
According to Chapter 115,
Section 5/14 of the Illinois Statute,
“educational employers, their
agents or representatives are
prohibited from refusing to
bargain collectively in good faith
with an employee representative
which
is
the
exclusive
representation of employees in an
appropriate unit ...”
Chapter 115, Section 5/15 of
Illinois Statute states after a
complaint of unfair labor practice
is filed with the Education Labor
Relations Board, the board will
investigate the allegations.
If the board determines the
charges are valid, a list of charges
will be issued to the other party.
A hearing will then be held and
each party will receive at least five
days notice of the hearing.

Panelists: Third World
women live in societies
dominated by males
By HEATHER CYGAN
Staff writer
Since the beginning of the
20th century, women in Third
World countries have received
more responsibilities in and
outside of the home, leaving
them with little free time,
panelists said Tuesday.
Four women from Egypt,
Thailand, India and Columbia
spoke of their countries’
patriarchal societies during a
panel discussion.
“Women are twice burdened
since the turn of the century,”
said Jyoti Parrjivarri, assistant
professor of English. With the
responsibility of education and
running the home, spare time is
hard to find, she said.
Although they have recently
received more rights, “transition
is still happening,” Parrjivarri

said. “It’s a positive thing.”
Karina Elmonznino, a
graduate student in guidance and
counseling, said it is tradition not
to fight because “women are
tough.”
In Elmoznino’s native land,
Columbia, the men are starting
to help more in the household
she said.
The panelists agreed the ideas
of feminism were brought back
from women who visited the
United States.
“In the next eight years (she
SCOTT BEAUDRY/Staff photographer
believes they) will have a female
Jyoti Parrjivarri (second from left), an assistant professor of English from India, participates in the
president,” Elmoznino said. “It
International Panel of Women Tuesday night in the Schahrer Room in the Martin Luther King Jr.
all just takes time.”
University Union.
Although the freedoms of
women were talked of in their traditions was important for passive and avoid confrontation, the idea of “twice the burden” in
Suksang said.
her culture. She said Thailand is
countries, they had to be women.
“Women
must
fight
(the
“Fighting
takes
energy,
but
if
I
mainly governed by patriarchal
implemented slowly, said
patriarchal
society),”
Parrjivarri
am
pushed
far
enough
I
will
do
societies and the women find
Duangrudi Suksang, assistant
something,” she said.
their power in managing the
professor of English. She said said.
In
Thailand,
women
are
Suksang
said
she
agrees
with
See PANELISTS page 2
keeping their own values and
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Former coroner found guilty
of tampering with witnesses
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) – A former coroner was convicted of witness tampering today by a jury
that was unable to reach a verdict
on charges alleging he broke a
bone in a dead man’s neck to
make a suicide look like a murder.
Claus P. Speth, a former assistant state and Gloucester County
medical examiner, could face up
to 5 years in prison when sentenced Dec. 5.
Jurors had deliberated 7 days
over more than two weeks and
twice told Judge R. Benjamin
Cohen they were deadlocked on
charges of evidence tampering
and lying under oath.
The month-long trial centered
on the death of Ronald Puttorak, a
43-year-old accountant who was
found hanging by bedsheets in his
Essex County jail cell in 1993.
Puttorak’s family suspected
foul play rather than the official
autopsy finding of suicide, and

REPORT

ASSOCIATED PRESS

they hired Speth, who had a reputation for finding suspicious
deaths where others didn’t, for
help pursuing a possible wrongful-death lawsuit against the state.
Speth claimed he found a break
in the small, U-shaped hyoid bone
at the base of the tongue, an injury
more consistent with a strangulation death than a hanging. He also
said he found surrounding bleeding tissue, indicating the bone had
broken when Puttorak was still
alive.
However, the state medical
examiner’s office contended the
bone was not broken until Speth
examined it, and said there was no
bleeding tissue.

PANELISTS
household.
Besides the patriarchal society,
“women always get the benefit of
the doubt,” Parrjivarri said. She
said socially women also get a
tremendous amount of respect.
Eman Ghanem, graduate student of chemistry, said in 1919
women participated in an important revolution, which resulted in
the unity of Islam and
Christianity. As a result, men
began to want women to be more
educated and participate within
society, Ghanem said.
Patriarchal societies place

from page one

many restrictions and limitations
upon women, including chastity
and divorce.
Because of religious beliefs in
India, women who bear children
out of wedlock lose their respect.
“The highest virtue is chastity,” Parrjivarri. She said waiting
until marriage to have sexual
intercourse is a moral value for
women.
Ghanem said in Egypt the family executes their daughter is she
becomes pregnant while single
because it goes against moral
code.

GOVERNOR
own (trustee) and it would not
go through the governor,” said
Chris Merrifield, Eastern’s liaison to the capital.
According to the new bill, the
governor will be able to choose
the voting student trustee member at both the University of
Illinois as well as at Southern
Illinois University. The reason
for the stipulation is both U of I
and SIU have multiple campuses
and have more than one student
trustee. Edgar will choose which
of the student trustees from each
school will be the voting member.
If the bill is not voted on
Wednesday or Thursday, there is

still three more days in
November during the fall session in which the bill can be
voted on.
Merrifield said the bill has
both Democratic and Republican
support.
“I’m pleased to hear that it
was unanimously accepted with
the amendments, and from here
on out goes through the House
and Senate with the same speed
and enthusiasm as the (higher
education) committee,” said
Ruthie Rundle, Eastern’s student
trustee.
Although he had not had an
opportunity to speak with Edgar,
Tom Livingston, Edgar’s assis-
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tant for higher education, said he
thought the governor would not
be in support of the bill.
“I would suspect he would be
opposed to the bill as changed,”
Livingston said. “When members have full vote, we tend to
want (the way they get on the
board) to be consistent. We feel
there is room for student
involvement. We thought it was
within reason to put some safeguards in to make sure there is a
consistent way these members
get on the board.”
Livingston also noted that in
other states such as Wisconsin
and Iowa, the voting members
are appointed by the governor.
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“We don’t have an abortion
problem like the states,” she said.
Elmoznino said Columbia is
similar to the United States, as
the culture is family-oriented.
She said the family would support their daughter before and
after the pregnancy.
India, Thailand and Egypt
force women to wear clothes and
not reveal any body parts to
avoid getting males “sexually
excited,”
Ghanem
said.
“Covering ourselves helps to
defocus on appearance,”
Parrjivarri said.
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The witness tampering conviction related to Speth’s alleged
contact with Michael J. Baden, a
nationally known coroner and former New York City medical
examiner.
Prosecutors said Speth asked
Baden to intervene on his behalf
with then-acting state Medical
Examiner Geetha Natarajan, who
had already told prosecutors that
she believed Speth had broken the
bone.
Prosecutors said Speth had a
vendetta against Natarajan and
created a phony citizens’ group
that mailed out critical letters
about her. Speth’s attorneys noted
that Baden was a godfather to
Natarajan’s children and argued
that he was biased in her favor.
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Referendum voted down
Faculty Senate votes against seeking
opinion of constitutional planning process
By JUSTIN KMITCH
Staff writer

cess.
“There is no reason to keep
(the process) going without really, really analyzing it,” Allison
said.
Allison said the referendum
would be “an informational
gathering to be used in the fall.”
“If changes are necessary,
then do the changes in the process, but don’t stop the process,” Simpson said. “If we
must adjust the process, we
must do so as we continue.
“Any pause is self-destructive
to the planning process itself. If
we pause now, we may end up
letting others plan for us and we
will no longer be sailing our
own little boat,” Simpson said.
Referring to it as “beating a
dead horse,” senate member
Chuck Eberly said planning is a
requirement and should be
accepted.
“Constitutional planning is
simply one way ... to ensure we
think as clearly and precisely as
we can,” Eberly said. “I don’t
sense it is a topic that’s debatable.”
Allison said faculty members
petitioned for a referendum in
1994 but the Faculty Senate

The Faculty Senate Tuesday
opted not to hold a campuswide
referendum to assess the faculty’s view on Eastern’s constitutional-planning process by a
vote of 2-11-2.
The motion, proposed by senate member John Allison and
seconded by member Lankford
Walker, would conduct a referendum to gauge faculty opinion
as to whether or not the university should proceed with constitutional planning.
Eleven senate members voted
against holding a referendum
because of the time a referendum would take because planning was a vital part of the university.
“To run a referendum
impedes on hours that can be
used doing other important
things such as planning and
teaching,” said Senate member
John Simpson.
Allison and Walker voted in
favor of the referendum, claiming that a referendum would not
stop the planning process, but
would further examine the pro-

denied their petition.
“There have been a significant number of faculty members
asking for such a referendum for
a long time,” Allison said.
When asked by Senate member Ron Gholson whether or not
a petition would be started by
faculty members opposed to the
constitutional planning process,
Allison said a petition was a
possibility.
“It could happen,” Allison
said. “I don’t want this to be
read as some kind of threat, but
my hunch is that a number of
faculty members are concerned.”
The constitutional plan is a
list of goals and objectives the
university plans to accomplish
by the year 2,000.
The results of the referendum
would have given the Faculty
Senate a better idea of the faculty’s stance on constitutional
planning.
In other senate business:
The Nominations Committee
appointed Janet Lambert the
new IBHE Alternate Faculty
Adviser and Carl Bridges was
appointed as an alternate on the
Apportionment Board.

By HEATHER CYGAN
and NICOLE MEINHEIT
Staff writers

Eastern’s residence halls and Greek Court
will be opening their doors to community
trick or treaters Thursday night.
Trick or treating will be offered at the following residence halls:
■ Andrews Hall and the Gregg Triad from 6
to 8 p.m.
■ Lincoln, Douglas and Stevenson Halls
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
■ Carman and Lawson Halls from 7 to 9
p.m. Carman Hall will serve complimentary
cookies and punch in their lobby.
Trick or treaters should wait in the lobby
for assistance from a representative to assist
them, said Kelly Miller, assistant director of

(which is) good preparation for Halloween
spirit.”
The rain date for the movie is 8 p.m.
Saturday at the campus pond.
Other Halloween events around the campus and community include:
■ A haunted house hosted by Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity, which will be open from
5 to 10 p.m. Thursday and 6 to 11 p.m.
Friday at their fraternity house, which is
located on the corner of Greek Court and
Twelfth Street.
Highlights will include a live remote by
92.1 FM-The Party- on Thursday night.
The cost is $3 for adults and $1 for children
under 12.

SPECIALS • SPECIALS • SPECIALS• SPECIALS • SPECIALS • SPECIALS•
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Priscilla Wininger, a civil service worker, creates a bowl for her
ceramics class she is auditing Tuesday in the Fine Arts Building.

Dorms open to area trick-or-treaters

Eastern organizations are hosting various
Halloween festivities to take students to
different dimensions.
The Residence Hall Association will host
a unique haunted house which will be open
from 8 p.m. to midnight on Wednesday and
Thursday and 8 to 10 p.m. Friday in the
Lawson Hall basement.
The haunted house will be equipped with
a hospital scene and an element of humor
as “there will be crazy doctors chasing people around,” said RHA Vice President
Haley Pope.
There is a $2 charge for the event or $1
with a canned good.
The level of fright for the event will be
“more gross than anything,” Pope said.
The “Rocky Horror Picture Show” will
be shown at 8 p.m. Thursday on a big
screen at the campus pond.
This event is unusual because “it’s like
an outdoor movie or drive in,” said Amy
McGoogan, University Board coordinator
of special events.
Horror packets will be sold for $2 and
will include rice, a newspaper, toilet paper,
dried bread, confetti and other fun items
said Anne Ybarra, a coordinator chair of
the AIDS memorial quilt.
“The costumes and designs for the whole
movie set the theme (of Halloween),”
Ybarra said. “(The atmosphere will be)
weird, hilarious and very Halloweeny,

Due to the addition of
shrubbery and the usage of
heavy equipment, 58 parking
spaces in the Lawson Hall
parking lot have been relocated to a grassy area across the
street.
Workers are adding shrubbery to the concrete islands
and the surrounding areas of
the parking lot.
The heavy equipment being
used to do the work made it
necessary for the entire lot,
including the food service
area, to be closed, said Sgt.
Ron Osborne of the University
Police Department.
Lawson parking lot holds 58
parking spots for upperclass
students.
Osborne said he has not had
any complaints from students
because of the lot being
closed.
Osborne expects that the
additional parking lot will be
necessary through the end of
the week.
The work being done in the
parking lot is expected to be
finished by Friday afternoon.

TM

Smoothin’ out the rough spots

Organizations planning events to scare
the socks off Eastern’s campus, Charleston

Lawson
parking lot
temporarily
relocated

$
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housing.
Greek court houses are inviting trick or
treaters to come from 6 to 8 p.m. Thursday.
They will be decorated for the “Ghosts,
Goblins and Greeks” competition. The winners of the contest will receive $50 to donate
to the charity of their choice.
Each chapter house has been assigned a
specific candy to give out, Miller said.
“The past (turn out) has been unbelievable
even when it rains,” Miller said. “The kids
always come out with a grocery bag full of
stuff.”
“I’ve had several calls from the community and they feel this is one of the safest ways
for their kids to trick or treat,” Miller said.
■ Riley Creek Stables is hosting a Haunted
Hayride and Haunted Barn from 6:30 to
10:30 p.m. Oct. 23 through Nov. 1.
■ Pemberton Hall will hold a haunted
house from 7 to 10 p.m. Thursday. The
event will include a maze and someone
dressed up as Mary, the Pemberton Hall
ghost, said Tracie Darter, president of
Pemberton Hall.
Admission is $1 with an ID and $2 without.
The trip through the haunted house will
start in the lounge, travel through the meat
lockers and end up on the fourth floor landing where there will be story telling, Darter
said.
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Help campus explore
the integrated core
at today’s workshop

F

aculty and staff members, along with students, must take advantage of an opportunity Thursday to voice concerns and opinions
about Eastern’s general education and integrated core curriculum.
Ten sessions in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union will address various aspects
of the integrated core, from its beginnings and
purpose to seat availability in classes.
Everyone on campus
should take this time to
learn more about how
general education at
Eastern has developed over the years and how
it is structured the way it is today.
Students, especially, should set aside an hour
or two to attend the all-day workshop to learn
specifics on seat availability for integrated
core classes.
This workshop could give students a chance
to make a difference in Eastern’s curriculum.
Students will be able to voice opinions about
their experiences to the people who originally
designed the curriculum.
Students will be given the chance to explain
their frustrations about getting into core classes or having to graduate later because of seat
unavailability in core classes.
Also, students can inform these originators
if the core classes are even worth their time
and effort.
Last year, the General Education
Assessment Committee conducted an extensive, yearlong research into the integrated core
curriculum.
The results of this research showed that
instructors do not completely understand the
integrated core or the meaning behind these
classes.
The Council on Academic Affairs, along
with the other groups sponsoring the workshop, are on the right track with having speakers explain general education to not only faculty and staff members.
The CAA and the other committees sponsoring the workshop are willing to listen to different ways to improve Eastern’s general
education. People across campus should take
advantage of this opportunity because they
may not get another chance to voice their opinion on the curriculum any time soon.

S

tudents are starting to get a bad
reputation.
Last Tuesday at the Fall Faculty
Forum, a member of the faculty
suggested tuition should increase 6
percent or more to pay for faculty
salary increases and other facultyoriented goals.
This faculty member made the REAGAN BRANHAM
comment that students seem to be Regular columnist
passing all increases without much
thought and probably wouldn’t put
up a fight if tuition were to continue increasing.
Any student in the room was probably fuming at the faculty’s insinuation that when the university needs money it can
always increase tuition.
But no faculty member seemed to be too concerned that
students are already forking over $1,062 in tuition and an
additional $452.05 in fees each semester. On top of that, fees
will increase by $50 a semester beginning in the spring for the
campus improvements that the student body passed last
November and another $51.75 next fall for the increases that
were just passed by the Student Senate.
Both of these recent fee increases were passed by the students or their representative body without much of a problem.
While Eastern students were increasing fees without a
hitch, students at the University of Illinois in
Champaign/Urbana were battling a $34-a-semester increase.
Oct. 9, the same day that the senate passed our latest fee
increase, about 100 U of I students demonstrated at a trustee
board meeting to protest their increase.
The U of I fee increase proposal was ultimately passed by
the university’s governing board, but at least the trustees
could physically see that students did not approve of the

increases and thus probably
“We should not stopped to think a little more critically about the extra burden they
be responsible
were putting on students.
for bailing
What makes little sense is how
the university out economical students are when buying everyday things such as beer or
of a jam when
soap. Most students buy what is
the state doesn’t cheap and what is on sale.
give Eastern
So why don’t we put up a fight
enough funds.” when it comes to increasing fees so
much? If we want to be economical, let’s start with an big chunk of
change we pay the university each year.
In order to destroy the image of a student body that does
not care about its own purse strings, we need to begin questioning why fees need to be increased. We need to make the
fees be justified to us.
This faculty member who suggested the 6 percent increase
is probably not the only one outside the student body who
looks to students to supplement what the state gives to the
university.
But that is not the students’ job, and we should not be
responsible for bailing the university out of a jam when the
state doesn’t give Eastern enough funds.
Students need to begin standing up for themselves and saving their money (or their parents’ money). Once the faculty
and administration see that the student body will not pass
each increase that is handed our way, maybe they also will
stop depending on increasing fees to fund new projects on
campus.
– Reagan Branham is a weekly columnist and managing editor for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
curlb4@pen.eiu.edu.

Editorial

“

today’s quote

Go hang yourselves (critics) ... you
shall never want rope enough.
– François Rabelais
French writer (c.1494-1553)
L e t

y o u r

v o i c e

b e

DiBianco case creates
new, Orwellian version
of word ‘harassment’
To the editor:
It’s an interesting world we live in.
As The Daily Eastern News article on
the Doug DiBianco fiasco pointed out,
offending someone now constitutes
harassment. The alleged “harassment”
need not even be directed at anyone
specifically. If we have reached a
threshold where simply uttering something that might offend someone can be
equated with harassment, it’s hard to
imagine what can’t be.
It is not my intention to defend
DiBianco’s alleged classroom antics.
But is it really necessary to equate questionable taste in teaching material with
the serious offense of sexual harassment?
Apparently so, according to the State
of Illinois. Evidently, it was not enough
that DiBianco was already investigated
(and exonerated) by two government
agencies. Now he must face the state’s
Human Rights Commission for the
alleged offense of teaching distasteful
material in class. Not only does this proceeding make a twisted mockery of the
commission’s name, but it also shows
h e a r d .

E - m a i l

your turn
that George Orwell was nothing less
than a prophet.
Don’t forget to goose-step to your
next class, comrades.

Brian Patrick
senior political science major

Counseling for victims
of sexual assault is
available at Eastern
To the editor:
I am writing to you in regard to the
recent articles on Rohypnol. The articles provided excellent information to
students on the hazards of that particular
drug. I have seen the devastation caused
when a person is sexually assaulted following the drug being slipped into a
person’s drink.
It is important to note that Rohypnol
is involved in an extremely small percentage of sexual-assault cases. It is
excellent for students to learn safety tactics to protect themselves from
Rohypnol misuse by would-be attackers. There is a great deal to learn about
sexual assault beyond the issue of
Rohypnol, however.
u s

a t

The Sexual Assault Counseling and
Information Service conducts a wide
variety of programs dealing with date
rape, other types of sexual assault, sexual abuse and sexual harassment. All
people on campus may feel free to contact SACIS to schedule a program or to
receive victim services no matter how
long ago the victimization occurred.
Interested people may visit SACIS in
Lawson Hall or call 348-5033 between
1 and 5 p.m. to receive further information.

Bonnie Buckley
executive director, SACIS

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, telephone number and address. Students
must indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
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CAREER SERVICES
Student Senate to discuss tuition
ORIENTATION SEMINARS
and fee increase approval process
By AMY THON
Staff writer
The Student Senate tonight will
discuss legislation that would
change the tuition and fee review
process.
The senate will meet at 7 p.m.
in the Arcola/Tuscola room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The legislation would require
increases proposed by the tuition
and fee review committee to be
tabled for at least one week. The
legislation is being authored by
senate members Doug Stepansky
and Liz Halbert.
“Basically what it says is that
next time tuition and fee legislation comes up, (the increases)
have to be tabled for at least one
week,” Halbert said.
Her reason for authoring this
legislation is to give senate members more time to discuss the
increases with students and
groups on campus.
“Well, actually the night of the

Basically what it says is
that next time tuition and
fee legislation comes up, (the
increases) have to be tabled for
at least one week.”
-Liz Halbert,
Senate member

“

senate meeting (when the previous increases were passed) I was
very upset and I voted no on three
of the increases and abstained on
one. I didn’t feel the RSO’s were
informed,” Halbert said. “I don’t
think administration’s or anyone
else’s deadlines should be affecting how we vote. There was a lot
of pressure last time.”
The Senate also will continue
the discussion of tuition waivers
for Student Government executive
members. Last semester, the student body voted they wanted to
see a change in the tuition
waivers.
At last weeks senate meeting,
the sub-committee formed to cre-

ate a recommendation about
tuition waivers suggested the
waivers be abolished. The money
saved from the elimination of the
waivers would be used to award
outstanding student leaders at
Eastern.
A proposed constitution revision by Senate Speaker Erin Weed
is also on the agenda. Weed is
proposing that the positions of
student vice presidents for student
and academic affairs should be
consolidated into one position.
A majority of the responsibilities of student vice president for
academic affairs would be redistributed to the student vice presidents of student and financial
affairs.
Weed said she authored the legislation to better define executive
board positions and save students
money by eliminating a tuition
waiver.
The senate must table the constitutional amendment for at least
one week, however discussion
will begin tonight.

11/4/97 9:00am, 10:00am, 11:00am
Charleston/Mattoon Room - Union
11/5/97 5:00pm, 6:00pm, 7:00pm
1895 Room - Union
11/6/97 11:00am, 12:00pm, 1:00pm
Charleston/Mattoon Room - Union

FREE 30 MINUTE SESSIONS
EVERYONE WELCOME!
Come and find out all about Career
Services and how we can help you!!

Evacuation of courthouse Cult lecture
a result of bomb scare
held tonight
By JAIME HODGE
Staff writer
Coles County Courthouse
experienced its first bomb scare
Monday that caused the evacuation of the building.
Carl M. Hubbart, of 3416
Walnut Ave., Mattoon, was
arrested at 9 a.m. Monday for
failing to appear in court on
charges of possession of a vehicle
with the identification number
removed and possession of a
fraudulent driver’s license.
As he was being arrested, however, witnesses say he left his
briefcase behind he was seen carrying earlier and denied it was
his. This prompted officials to
call for the evacuation of the
building at 1:30 p.m. because of
the possible threat of a bomb,
Coles County Sheriff Jim
Kimball said.
Kimball said it took about 30

to 45 minutes to evacuate and
everyone left in an orderly fashion.
“The cause of denying the
briefcase that other witnesses saw
him carrying allowed the decision
to evacuate the building and call
the bomb squad,” Kimball said.
The briefcase was examined
and was not found to contain any
explosives or bomb making materials, Kimball said.
“I think it’s just an isolated
incident. The court security took
adequate care of it,” Kimball said.
“They did a good job and everything came out positively.”
Hubbart is now in jail on a
$25,000 bond for his failure to
appear in court, Kimball said.
Kimball said he doesn’t expect
many bomb threats in the future.
“Again, we don’t expect to
have to deal with this in the
future, but the way things went,
we appreciate it,” Kimball said.

A private investigator and law
enforcement consultant will bepresenting a lecture on the operation
of cults and underground groups.
Larry Kahaner will present the
lecture at 8 p.m. tonight in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Kahaner will discuss what cults
and underground groups believe,
what attracts people to them and
how leaders can persuade their followers, said University Board
Chair Tom Ryan.
Ryan said Kahaner was chosen
based on the response to last year’s
lecture on serial killers by Robert
Ressler.
“The response was unbelievable,” Ryan said. “Based on audience response to Robert Ressler
we thought Larry Kahaner would
be a good choice.”
The lecture will be sponsored
by UB. Admission is $2 for students and $4 for the public.

345-7849

345-7849
Restaurant &
Banquet Facility
16 oz Drafts $1.50
Daiquiri’s $2.05
Bar Mixers $2.05
ML & BL

1412 4th St.
Charleston
WED LUNCH SPECIAL
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Beef Brisket Sandwich $3.25
Veggie or Chicken Quesadilla $4.50
Express Lunch Menu Available

Wed. Dinner Special Beef Brisket Plate $6.50
• Way Back Wednesday • Way Back Wednesday •

Delivery Special
Take Out
345-2844
Large Pizza
(single topping)

7

$

00

Add a Quart of Soda for $1.25

Jerry’s
Pizza
Corner of 4th & Lincoln

• Way Back Wednesday •

• Way Back Wednesday •

• Way Back Wednesday • Way Back Wednesday •

s
liai’

Pag

PIZZA

1600 Lincoln in
Charleston.
Serving EIU since 1964
For free delivery call

Wed. Special
$199
Spaghetti Special
Every Wed night from 4 till 10 PM
Price is for full order of
spaghetti and garlic bread

345-3400

The Union Bowling Special
Wednesday and Thursday
6:00-10:30 pm
Sunday red pin bowling

75¢
and Bow
sho free ling
e re
nta
l

4:00-10:30 pm

for more information
call 581-7457
Union Bowling Lanes
Martin Luther King Union
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Attorney general’s wife Police make
effort to end
makes a full recovery
MAYWOOD (AP) – Ten days
after she lay unconscious in an
emergency room while doctors
shocked her heart to restore its
beat, Marie Ryan, wife of Illinois
Attorney General Jim Ryan,
walked out of a hospital under her
own power Tuesday.
Her cardiologist pronounced
her fully recovered.
“Very good, thank you, a whole
lot better, I can say that,” the 50-

year-old Mrs. Ryan said, waving
to reporters as she left Loyola
University Medical Center.
Dr. Firouz Amirparviz said that
despite being “very close” to
death when she collapsed 10 days
ago she has “made a full recovery.” Doctors have fitted her with
a defibrillator designed to stem
any recurrence of the rapid heartbeat that caused her cardiac
arrest.

HIV-positive man kept lists
of women he had sex with
MAYVILLE, N.Y. (AP) – A
man accused of infecting at least
nine young women with the AIDS
virus was “some sort of scorekeeper” who kept lists of the names of
dozens of females he had sex with,
authorities said today.
Authorities believe Nushawn
Williams lurked near parks and
schools in western New York state
and talked young women into having sex with him, after he had been
counseled about his HIV-positive
status.

Williams last week gave New
York City health officials a list of
50 to 75 names of women with
whom he’s had sexual contact, said
State Health Commissioner Dr.
Barbara DeBuono. She said she
did not know where those people
lived or whether they include his
28 known sex partners from western New York.
“He seems to take some delight
in keeping records,” said
Chautauqua County Health
Commissioner Dr. Robert Berke.

standoff

SPRINGFIELD (AP) – State
police dropped off a package of
food Tuesday and planned to
restore power and water in a
goodwill gesture to an armed
Roby widow who has kept troopers at bay in a five-week standoff.
“It’s our hope she’ll see the
package, read the letter, eat the
food and again have some calming effect that at some point we
could reintroduce someone to talk
to the woman,” said Illinois State
Police Director Terrance Gainer.
“This is one more attempt to
try to win her over,” he said.
The decision to restore Shirley
Ann Allen’s utilities, which have
been shut off by police for more
than a month, comes three days
after she shot at troopers and
injured a police dog.
Allen has been holed up in her
green frame farmhouse since
Sept. 22, when her brother and
Christian County sheriff ’s
deputies tried to bring her in for a
court-ordered psychiatric evaluation requested by her family. She
brandished a shotgun and ordered
them off her property.
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EMPLOYMENT WORKSHOP
“Employment: The Critical First Year”

TODAY
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Charleston-Mattoon Room, Union
What you need to know to survive
that first year of employment.
Sponsored by Career Services
SSB - Room 13 • 581-2412

‘Gender canyon’ emerges for Republicans
WASHINGTON (AP) –
Republicans face a “gender
canyon” among middle-aged voters, according to polling data counseling prospective GOP House
challengers that many women
favor government action in education, health care security and environmental protection.
“Too often we are intent on
`teaching (President) Clinton a lesson’ and ultimately boxed in by
policy and process and lose the
rhetorical debate,” said the briefing
provided at a candidates’ school

for potential GOP contenders in
next year’s congressional elections.
“Too often we seem intent upon
putting ideological purity above
political reality,” added the analysis, presented by Republican pollster Linda DiVall.
DiVall reviewed her polling data
with Republican hopefuls gathered
at the National Republican
Congressional Committee two
blocks from the Capitol. “We had
about 50 candidates from all over
the country,” said Mary Crawford,
a spokeswoman for the committee,

the political organization for House
Republicans.
In a telephone interview, DiVall
said her presentation was designed
to make Republican contenders
aware that “the gender gap is a significant electoral problem,” yet it
can be addressed without wavering
from Republican principles if GOP
candidates “understand how
women react to some of our policies.” As a difference in views
between men and women, she
cited a question about the potential
uses for a budget surplus.

The Men of SIGMA NU
Cordially invite the following
ladies to our Crush Dance this Evening.
Mo Burns
Aretha Franklin
Jill Horseman
Jenny McCarthy
Christine Alfonso Anne Marie Calderdon Andi Freidinger
Nancy Reagan Margaret Thatcher
Kelly Huls
Erin McFadden
Kim Campen
Jamie Gack
Patty Alpeter
Angel Reoneke
Helen Hunt
Jean McKeown
Amy Theis
Christy Canyon
Shannon Gereraad
Caryn Ankrom
Emily Relly
Julie Janasek
Megan Maccallum
Kara Toney
Christa Carbera
Angela Giorgi
Fiona Apple
Jinger Richey
Mindy Johnson
Heather Manring
Amie Torbert
Heather Carosella
Lisa Gozdecki
Jen Ashby
Lisa Ross
Katie Joyce
Jill Marino
Rebecca Torres
Jen Carr
Jen Graham
Rebecca Ayer
Ruthie Rundle
Mandy Kelly
Victoria Markley
Alisa Treitman
Jen Casey
Sara Groom
Jen Bachman
Cheryl Ryder
Amber Kelsey
Anna Mayer
Stacey Troceweiz
Heather Christ
Erica Grumbel
Kris Bacon
Shanr & Yvonne
Songi Kim
Christen Mazura
Laura Turner
Brittany Clark
Miller’s Mom
Leslie Barton
Lisa Scanlan
Krissie Kindel
Mia Merlano
Traci Twardy
Valerie Cole
Megan Haggerty
Jamie Basile
Marge Schott
Heather Koch
Melissa Mikus
Julie Upton
Abby Cordeau
Kim Harris
Andrea Bauer
Stephanie
Schwank Melissa Velon
Karla Kopatz
Molly Monge
Kelli Cronkite
Bridget Harrtman
Lisa Bedo
Jeanna Shipley Amanda Wallin
Karen Kosinski
Christine Moore
Anita Cunningham
Kim Herding
Jen Bensfield
Chrissy Simkist
Katie Kucharski
Laura Moore
Erin Weed
Jenell Dixon
Reanna Herzberger Janel Kupferschmid
Carrie Blakeman
Rebekah Simpson Katrina Weslar
Stacey Moore
Natalie Dombkowski
Missy Hettich
Patti Bohac
Carlyle Slechta
Melissa Lambert
Kari Morehouse
Krissy Willey
Megan Dyer
Marcia Hillary
Sarah Bordenkircher
Rachel Smith
Queen Latifa
Cindy Mott
Erin Wienke
Carmen Electra
Debbie Hillman
Sierra Bozarth
Marcy Stewart
Brandi Lawson
Jo Ninness
Kim Wise
Laura Ellison
Sarah Hoffer
Amy Brown
Courtney Stone Mary Beth Wright
Allison Leary
Tammany Olsen
Amy Evans
Diana Holic
Kelly Brown
Natasha Stories
Tati Lingjahr
Chrissy Pauksta
Renee Zelinski
Jill Fieldman
Maggie Homemann
Trisha Bruehles
Amy Striblen
Amy Loven
Irene Placencia
Amy Zumbahlen
Rebecca Fragassi
Amanda Horath Charlotte McCarhty
Julie Budde
Carry Suttle
Becky Poland

For Further Info Call Scott at 581-6554
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Clinton seeks support Importer pleads guilty
for academic standards to bribing inspector
CHICAGO (AP) – President
Clinton sought anew Tuesday
to build support for national
testing standards, urging more
school districts to promote children on the basis of academics
rather than for social reasons.
In a speech at Oscar Mayer
Elementary School, the president said Chicago has been
able to turn failing schools
around in part because of its
decision to stop advancing children from grade to grade based
on their social development.
“People used to say that asking a child to repeat a grade
was too high a price to pay for
learning because of the damage

to self-esteem,” Clinton said.
“We are not punishing children
by making sure they know
what they need to know.”
He urged critics to consider
the consequences of pushing
children through school without adequately measuring
skills.
“Think about the thousands
of Americans who are sitting in
GED (high school equivalency)
classes today, struggling in literacy programs, standing in
unemployment lines, who can
tell you there is nothing more
damaging to self-esteem than
wanting a job and not being
able to get one,” Clinton said.

to allow leaky rubbers
LOS ANGELES (AP) – The
owner of a Beverly Hills import
company pleaded guilty to bribing an inspector to import and
distribute defective condoms
from Malaysia.
Max Naami, 52, the owner of
U.C. Imports, admitted Monday
that he offered $2,000 to a Food
and Drug Administration
inspector as part of a scheme to
conceal the distribution of
430,000 potentially leaky condoms and continue distributing
even more.
Naami faces up to 14 months

in prison when he is sentenced
Feb. 6. Assistant U.S. Attorney
S. Robert Raskin Jr. said he
would try to learn whether anyone was actually harmed before
prosecutors make a sentencing
recommendation.
The case led the FDA in May
1996 to warn consumers in seven
states not to use condoms distributed under the names
Pamitex, Maxi, Black Jack,
Magic and Ginza. The states
were California, Florida,
Michigan, New York, Rhode
Island, Tennessee and Texas.

Astronaut able to perform civic duty in space
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
– For the first time in history, an
American astronaut is about to
exercise his right to vote while in
orbit.
A ballot has been sent to David
Wolf aboard the Russian space station Mir, thanks to a new Texas
law. It was prompted by John
Blaha’s inability to vote from Mir
last year.
Under the old law, an absentee
ballot had to be sent by U.S. mail.

REPORT

ASSOCIATED PRESS

But in June, Gov. George W. Bush
signed a bill saying astronauts registered to vote in Texas – where
most of them live – can cast ballots
from space.
Using new software developed

by NASA, Tony J. Sirvello III,
Harris County’s elections chief,
sent a ballot last week to U.S. flight
controllers in Moscow, and they
transmitted it to Wolf 240 miles
above Earth.
The 41-year-old doctor and engineer, who arrived on the station in
September for a four-month stay,
will open the e-mail on a laptop
computer. He has until 7 p.m. CST
on Nov. 4, Election Day, to get the
ballot back to Sirvello via the flight

controllers in Russia.
Sirvello will read Wolf’s e-mail
and punch a ballot by hand with the
astronaut’s choices.
“He’s lost that one bit of secrecy,
but that’s a give-and-take situation
to where that’s the only way he can
vote,” Sirvello said. “No one else
will know other than myself.”
NASA plans to use similar software once the international space
station is up and running. Assembly
of the station begins next summer.

Wednesday at

SPOOK YOURSELF

...
Ladies Nite Specials!
(No Cover, Guys too)

1.50 16 Lite Bottles
$ 50 Amarettos &
1. Vodka cranberry

& ADVERTISE

$1 shooters
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Kamakazi & “On the Beach

Friends
&Co
Tonight
00
1
Pints
Leinie & MGD

$

Thursday
special free show
DAWN NELSON
w/KEITH HARDEN
acoustic blues duo
Backbone -Halloween!

DJ by Jonny 6PK

5 0 9 Va n B u r e n

¡OPOTUNIDAD!
• Premium pay for bilingual/Spanish-speaking
part-time operators

• Starting wage: $6.85
• Shift differential pay
• Sundays and Holidays - time and one half
• Applicants must be willing to work varied shifts
including nights, weekends and holidays
Applicants must apply at the

Illinois Department of Employment Security
115 N. 15th St. • Mattoon, IL
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday
(An Equal Opportunity Employer, An Employer Paid Ad)

348-2380

classifiedadvertising
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Wanted
LOSE THE “FRESHMAN 15.”
Don’t starve to lose weight again.
Call 348-0004. We’re 5 minutes
from campus.
______________________10/29

Help Wanted
STAFF NEEDED IN SMALL
RESIDENTIAL SITES SERVING
4-6 RESIDENTS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES.
Monday through Friday evening
and midnight shifts or weekend
shifts available. Flexible scheduling also available. No experience
necessary. Paid training is provided. Applications may be obtained
at CCAR Industries, 825 18th
Street, Charleston, IL 61920
E.O.E.
______________________11/13
CHRISTMAS IS COMING. Need
extra money? Sell Avon Call 3454197 or 235-1544.
_______________________11/7

Services Offered
TWO EXCELLENT BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SALE.
Both are Open. TED’S WAREHOUSE would make excellent
mini-brewery or continue as Ted
ran it. RANCH HOUSE RESTAURANT still has excellent Sunday
Brunch. For information call BILL
HALL, Leland Hall Real Estate.
345-7023.
______________________10/29
HELP IS AVAILABLE for sexual
assault/abuse victims by contacting Sexual Assault Counseling
and Information Service, Lawson
Hall, 1-5 p.m. office hours, 3485033.
______________________10/29

Make Money
EARN MONEY AND FREE
TRIPS!! Absolute best SPRING
BREAK packages available!!
INDIVIDUALS, student ORGANIZATIONS, or small GROUPS
wanted! Call INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013
or http://www.icpt.com.
_______________________11/3
$$$$CASH IN ON$$$ Hollywood
Opportunities. Call 1-800-4003115.
_______________________11/4

For Rent
NICE HOUSE W/ GARAGE for 3
students at 1906 10th St.
References required & parents
must sign lease guarantee.
660.mo 217-849-3043.
_______________________11/3
NICE 2 BEDROOM apartment,
located by Charleston Square.
Fireplace, stove and fridge- furnished. 345-5088.
______________________10/31

For Rent
NICE 3 BEDROOM HOUSE,
Washer/Dryer hook-up, Stove
and fridge included. Large
Closets, nice backyard. 3455088.
______________________12/15
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
for rent. Unfurnished. All utilities
paid. 345-6759.
______________________12/15
AVAILABLE
SPRING
98!
Furnished 3 bedroom, 5 month
lease. 1/2 block west of Lantz,
with large front & backyard. Quiet
residential area. New living room
furniture, refrigerator, separate
washer & dryer room, & large
multi-purpose common room. Call
348-0157.
______________________11/15
STUDIO APARTMENT available
for Spring ‘98. Call Lincolnwood
Pinetree Apartments 345-6000.

Sublessors

Lost & Found
PRESCRIPTION EYE GLASSES
in maroon case found in Coleman
Hall on 10/22. Claim @ Speech
Communications Room 119.

For Sale
______________________10/31
DUAL 10” SUBWOOFER BOX
with Pioneer Subwoofers. Asking
$150.00 348-6601.
______________________10/29
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
Tax, Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area.
Toll Free (1) 800-218-9000 Ext.
H-2262 for current listings.
______________________10/29
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porches, Cadillacs, chevy’s,
BMW’s, Corvette’s, Also Jeeps,
4WD’s. Your area. Toll Free 1800-218-9000 Ext. A-2262 for
current listings.

______________________10/31
1 SUBLESSOR TO SHARE 3
BEDROOM APARTMENT for
Spring ‘98. Call Patti or Teresa.
348-6386.
______________________10/31
SUBLESSOR NEEDED IMMEDIATELY for beautiful, spacious 3
bedroom apartment. Own room.
348-8578.
_______________________11/3
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for apartment in University Court. Own
room or roommate. Call Mike at
581-8128.
_______________________11/4
1, 2 OR 3 SUBLESSORS NEEDED, Spring ‘98. Nice 3 bedroom
apartment. 348-8578.
_______________________11/3
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED 2
bedroom apartment. Each have
own room. Close to campus. 3485477.
_______________________11/3
SUBLESSOR NEEDED SP ‘98
For one bedroom apartment.
Heat and Water included, rent
$300/mo. Call 348-6346.
______________________10/31
1 NON-SMOKING, FEMALE
SUBLESSOR needed for apartment on first street. Very close to
campus, own room, last month
rent already paid. Call 348-1975.
______________________10/31
1 OR 2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR SPRING ‘98, 2 bedroom
apartment on 12th St. Call Allison
at 348-8273.

Roommates
______________________10/30
ROOM & BOARD: Meals, near
campus, non-smoker females.
Month to month available now.
345-1284.
______________________10/31
Advertise! Advertise! Advertise!
It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News.
____________________OO/HA

The Daily Eastern News

Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
❏ Cash
❏ Check
❏ Credit
Check number________________

Phone: _________________Student

❏ Yes ❏ No

Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

Rides Offered
______________________10/29
LOOKING FOR A RIDE TO ST.
LOUIS AIRPORT on Fri. Nov,
21st. Please Contact Crystal
Ward at 2617. Will pay gas
money+.

Announcements

Personals

Personals

______________________10/31

Have a great day!
______________________10/29

SIG KAPS: Our friendship makes
me feel so very good! Love, Keri!
______________________10/29

THE GOLDEN COMB BEAUTY
SALON for men and women.
New Clients. $1 off thru 10/31/97.
345-7530.
______________________10/30
HAUNTED BARN AND HAUNTED HAY RIDES at Riley Creek
Stables. Oct. 23-Nov. 1 7:00-?
Closed Mon. Oct. 27. 348-1424.
______________________10/31
MONSTERS AND GHOULS
NEEDED for Haunted event at
Riley Creek Stables. Please Call
348-1424.
______________________10/31
SURF & SUN TOURS PRESENT
SPRING BREAK ‘98. 7 days & 7
nights, all meals included, 28 hrs.
of free drinking (sign up before
Nov. 20) $339 to Cancun, $139 to
S. Padre, Fr. Lauderdale,
Panama City & Daytona. Call
campus Rep Josh Ashby 5813393.
______________________10/30
THE ALPHA SIGMA TAU
PLEDGE CLASS will be selling
pumpkins for Halloween in
Coleman Hall Tuesday-Thursday
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
______________________10/30
HAUNTED HOUSE PEMBERTON HALL October 30th 7 -10

Personals

______________________11/03

p.m. $1-with EIU ID $2-without
ID.
______________________10/30

COSTUME
RENTAL-HUGE
SELECTION, REASONABLE
RATES! GRAND BALL COSTUMES 345-2617.
______________________10/31
FREE CASH GRANTS! College,
Scholarships, Business, Medical
bills. Never Repay. Toll Free 1800-218-9000 ext. G-2262.
______________________10/29
HAVE A FRIEND WHO NEEDS
ARRESTED? Sexy Cop stripper
& more...Characters for Hire.
348-8498.
______________________10/30
CHRONIC ITCH at TED’S on
HALLOWEEN. Band information
at www.chronicitch.com.
______________________10/31
CRIME IN COLES COUNTY!
Steve Ferguson, Coles County
States Attorney, will be speaking
Wed @ 3:30 in CH 225
______________________10/29
COME SPEND HALLOWEEN
with CHRONIC ITCH at TED’S on
Friday, October 31st at 9:30 p.m.
SAVE $ on the price of admission
by showing your REFRESHMENTS TICKET STUB or
WEARING A COSTUME.
______________________10/31
COSTUME RENTAL- HUGE
SELECTION, REASONABLE
RATES! GRAND BALL COSTUMES 345-2617.
______________________10/31
LOSE WEIGHT EARN MONEY
For free catalog Call 348-6474 or
486-6025.

PHI DELTA THETA WOULD LIKE
TO THANK THE FOLLOWING
for helping to make our
Fundraising Efforts Successful:
Delta Chi, Dleta Sig, Sig Nu, APhi, AST, Alpha Gam, Tri-Sig,
Sig-Ep, Courtney Stone, Jason
Amato, Jeff Cozzo, 92.1 The
Party, The Eastern News and
everyone else who participated in
our fundraisers. Special Thanks
to Sigma Kappa for all the help!
______________________10/29
ERYN WIKE, JULIE WILKEY,
AND BONNIE JONES OF SIGMA
KAPPA. Good Luck during IWeek! I love having you as my
family! Sig Kap Love, Ashley.
______________________10/29
HEY KAREN MCKEE, I’ve got
the best Ruby Sis ever! You are
the best “Pink Panther” there is.
Love always, Corinne.
______________________10/30
JAMIE TORBERT AND CAT
DEGREVE OF DELTA ZETA. You
both are doing a wonderful job
with the new members! Love,
your sisters.
______________________10/29
RONDA COSTON OF ASA:
Congrats on getting engaged to
TIM HARGRAVES! Your sisters
are very excited for you!
______________________10/29
CHRISTY, You’ve come a long
way Baby. Teke Love!
______________________10/29
DANIELLE GROH OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: Happy Birthday!

Announcements
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TO THE MEN OF DELTA CHIThank you for giving me the great
honor of being your sweetheart. I
will cherish the memories always!
Love, Lindsay!
______________________10/29
LOST OR STOLEN: kitty missing
since late Saturday early Sunday,
been with me since childhood. If
found call Christy 555-Lost!
______________________10/29
ERIN HANLEY OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: Your sisters
wuld like to wish you a Happy
Birthday!
______________________10/29
ANDREA WILL OF SIGMA
KAPPA: Congrats on entering IWeek! You’ll make a great active!
Love, Keri!
______________________10/29

KRISTEN PETERSON: Good
Luck at Show Choir! Sig Kap
Love-Keri!
______________________10/29
MEGHAN TRIZIL AND SHERI
PROVANCE OF ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA: You ladies did a wonderful job with Homecoming. We
love you!
______________________10/29
BRIAN HOLCOMBE: Only one
week left! Can you believe it? It’s
about time! Love, Keri!
______________________10/29
GRIMM, KOLDITZ, LAMMEE,
TAMMIE, & WIENKE: I had a
great time on Saturday at Ike’s!
Let’s do it again soon-only five
weekends left! Love, Potts.
______________________10/29

campus clips
BOTANY CLUB Dr. Tharsem will give a presentation about the programs of the stewards and other Illinois Nature Conservancy activities
tonight at 7 p.m. in Life Science Building room 205.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass tonight at 9 p.m. at the Newman
Chapel, located at the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
PHI GAMMA NU Pledge meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in Coleman Hall
room 228.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Cookies & Caring tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the
Wesley Foundation’s Kitchen. If you like to bake, if you like friends,
come on over.
WESLEY FOUNDATION has an informal, student-led Communion service every Wednesday night at 9:30. Everyone is welcome.
PRE-LAW SOCIETY meeting tonight 3:30 p.m. in Coleman 225. Coles
County States Attorney will be speaking.
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES Bible Study tonight at
7 p.m. in the Mattoon/Charleston room-Union.
PSI CHI meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the Psychology Lounge. Welcome
to all the new initiates! Older members come to help the new members
feel at home!
UB CONCERTS Committee meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Greenup
Room. Bring ideas & your favorite snack.
POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION meeting tonight at 4 p.m. in
Coleman Hall room 213. Remember: Dues and T-Shirt ideas.
STUDENT ASSOCIATION FOR RECREATION meeting tonight at 8
p.m. in McAfee. Everyone welcome.
MINORITY TODAY weekly meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the NewsroomUnion. Look at MT’s critique and brainstorm new story ideas.
LATTER-DAY SAINTS STUDENT ASSOCIATION Institute Class today
at 4 and 7 p.m. in the Heritage room.
LASO tonight at 6 p.m. in the Kansas room. This is a business meeting.
APO No membership meeting.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Martinsville room-Union. Everyone welcome! Questions, call Moran at
581-2057.
EIU BLOOD DRIVE COMMITTEE meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Kansas room. All welcome. come help us save lives!
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Business meeting tonight at 5:30 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon room. Call Keri Nutgrass if you cannot attend.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.
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College Football

Eastern Illinois
Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
Middle Tennessee
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee-Martin

Overall

Passing leaders
Comp. Att.

Simpson, EIU
Fuentes, EKU
Murray, TSU
Quinn, MTSU
Loyd, Murray
Caballero, TTU

125
71
119
124
112
103

TD Rating

173
124
218
216
222
177

10
6
12
10
11
3

157.2
150.1
130.9
129.0
118.6
117.2

Rushing leaders
Carries Yards TD

Downs, MSU
Lynch, EIU
McDavid, EIU
Logan, EKU
Ruffin, UTM
McGill, MTSU

128
127
117
89
134
103

681
739
660
488
581
507

10
7
5
7
3
6

YPG

97.3
92.4
82.5
81.3
72.6
72.4

Conf. Overall

3-0
3-1
3-1
1-1
2-3
1-3
0-4

7-1
5-3
4-4
6-1
3-5
3-5
2-7

Passing leaders
Comp.

Tidwell, Young. 79
Skornia, SIU
95
Hecklinski, WIU 117
Jensen, SWMS 21
Hoog, SWMS
124
Glenn, ISU
141

Att.

128
169
188
40
236
269

TD

6
11
8
3
8
9

Rating

145.1
136.0
130.4
130.2
111.2
110.0

Rushing leaders
Carries Yards TD

Stecker, WIU
Daniels, SWMS
McGriff, SWMS
Andreadis, Young.
Jones, ISU
Brown, Young.

YPG

189 1,295 16 161.9
113 656 1 82.0
138 587 6 73.4
82 464 6 66.3
150 589 4 65.44
106 548 12 65.43

VICTORY

1
3
4
5
7
8
10
9
2
11
12
13
15
16
6
20
21
22
NR
14
23
18
NR
NR
NR

Associated Press
I-A Top 25

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Team/Record

Nebraska (7-0)
Penn State (6-0)
Florida State (7-0)
Michigan (7-0)
North Carolina (7-0)
Florida (6-1)
Washington (6-1)
Tennessee (6-1)
Ohio State (7-1)
Washington State (7-0)
Auburn (7-1)
Kansas State (6-1)
UCLA (6-2)
LSU (5-2)
Georgia (6-1)
Iowa (5-2)
West Virginia (6-1)
Purdue (6-1)
Oklahoma State (6-1)
Michigan State (5-2)
Arizona State (5-2)
Virginia Tech (5-2)
Toledo (7-0)
Syracuse (5-3)
BYU (5-2)

Missouri Valley Conference
goalkeeping leaders

Sigs/Gams 70, Black Majic 46
Steamers 40, Barrel of Spunk 37
DZ/Sigma Chi 48, Big T’s & Big D’s 37
Playahaterz 50, In Flight 21

Player

Wednesday’s games
Alpha Phi/Sigma Chi vs. Sigma Kappa/Shaq Babies @ 8 p.m.
Barrel of Spunk vs. Black Majic @ 8 p.m.
Blueballs vs. Be nice to Jamie @ 9 p.m.
Big T’s & Big D’s vs. Playahaterz @ 9 p.m.

1
2
3
5
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
16
15
18
19
20
23
12
14
22
17
NR
25
NR

GAA
0.82
0.85
1.04
1.22
1.04
1.98
2.12

Nick Bratt, Drake
Mark Modersohn, SW Mo.
Jon Epperson, Creighton
Chuck Browder, Evansville
Matt Marden, Bradley
Ryan Waguespack, EIU
Ronnie Benson, Drake

Women’s Soccer

Conf.

Floor Hockey results 10/27

Evansville
Eastern Illinois
SW Missouri
Illinois State
Creighton
Valparaiso

Hanson’s & Manson’s 9, Lambda Chi Gold 6
Sigma Chi A 9, Sigma Chi BI 2
The Puckers 10, Delt Gold 7
Thugs `N’ Harmony 8, TKE 2
Wholly Goats 8, L. Blasters 5
High Impact 9, Sig Ep Purple 2

Player

Creighton
SW. Missouri
Evansville
Drake
W. Kentucky
Vanderbilt
Eastern Illinois
Bradley

Conf.

Overall

4-0
3-0-1
3-1
2-1-1
1-3-1
0-2-3
1-3
0-4

11-3-1
9-3-3
8-7-1
6-5-1
4-9-1
4-7-3
2-13
9-6

Player

Scoring leaders
Player

Points

Jamie Hautzinger, SW Missouri
Beth Aussin, Eastern Illinois
Heather Ory, Eastern Illinois
Krissy Meek, Evansville
Tracie Strother, Eastern Illinois
Jessica Powers, Creighton
Jennifer Lembeck, Evansville
Molly Malone, Creighton
Milzi Rouse, SW Missouri
Diane Markus, Eastern Illinois

28
24
22
20
18
17
16
16
14
13

Goalkeeping leaders

Men’s Soccer

Missouri Valley
Conference

12-5
12-6
11-4
4-11-1
6-6
1-18

Scoring leaders

Smack `N’ the Puck vs. Hanson’s and Manson’s @ 4 p.m.
40 oz Thieves vs. Sigma Chi A @ 5 p.m.
Pike Gold vs. Delt Gold @ 8 p.m.
Delta Sig Green vs. TKE @ 9 p.m.
Ice-Holes vs. Wooly Goats @ 6 p.m.
Drew S. vs. High Impace @ 7 p.m.

Men’s Soccer

Overall

5-0
3-1
2-1-1
2-2
1-4
0-5

Points

Johnny Torres, Creighton
Tony Kuhn, Vanderbilt
Brad Jordan, SW Mo.
Richard Mulrooney, Crieghton
Brian Mullan, Creighton
Matt Caution, SW Mo.
Eric Wilson, Drake
Chris Scanlon, Drake
Jeff Diest, Creighton
Jacob Nieroda, Drake

28
24
20
20
17
17
15
14
14
12

GAA

Jessica Graczyk, EIU
Christi Miller, Evansville
Heather Miller, SW Mo.
Beth Schneider, SW Mo.
Maggie Phelan, Creighton
Jeanine Frederick, EIU

0.58
0.94
1.08
1.35
1.64
1.93

Assist leaders
Player

Assists

Beth Aussin, EIU
Molly Malone, Creighton
Jamie Hautzinger, SW Mo.
Heather Ory, EIU
Tracie Strother, EIU
Jessica Powers, Creighton

Conf.

Overall

10-2
10-2
8-3
8-4
8-5
6-5
5-7
2-10
2-11
1-11

20-7
16-7
14-8
15-7
14-10
14-11
10-16
9-14
2-20
3-15

District 6 Rankings

Missouri Valley
Conference

Double Team vs. Last Call @ 9 p.m.
Phi Sigma Pi vs. Whaz up @ 9 p.m.

Ohio Valley Conference
Southeast Missouri
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Eastern Illinois
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee State

Thursday’s games

Wednesday’s games

Previous

Others receiving votes: Air Force,
Miami (Ohio), Georgia Tech, Virginia

10
8
6
6
6
5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Houston
Butler
South Florida
UW-Milwaukee
Louisville
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee Tech
Cincinnati
St. Louis
Southern Mississippi

Kills per game leaders
Lauren Mackey, MO
Rachel Melchiorre, TTU
Jackie Derwort, SEMO
Lorri Sommer, EIU
Krista Shumard, MU
Amy Merron, EKU
Tara Miller, MTSU
Becky Sowinski, APSU
Alishia Marshall, TSU
Rachel Johnson, MO

4.97
4.89
4.07
3.80
3.58
3.57
3.44
3.40
3.37
3.31

Digs per game leaders
Becky Sowinski, APSU
Rachel Melchiorre, TTU
Annie Glieber, APSU
Lindsey Celba, EIU
Krista Shumard, MU
Lauren Mackey, MO
Laura Mitchell, APSU
Mandi Miller, TTU
Jodie Hempen, UTM
Lisa Dissel, TTU

4.79
4.33
4.06
3.83
3.75
3.70
3.70
3.60
3.31
3.24

Blocks per game
Stephanie Busch, TTU
Amy Merron, EKU
Kelly Smith, EKU
Monica Shrader, EIU
Lorri Sommer, EIU
Diana Hart, APSU
Diane Seng, TTU
Alison Berry, TTU
Tammy Eichholz, MTSU

1.37
1.27
1.097
1.095
0.99
0.97
0.96
0.907
0.907

NBA hires two women refs

from page 12

Holding on:
Southwest Missouri State holds
the third spot in the conference. The
Lady Bears have a season record of
11-4-2.
Sophomore
Jamie
Hautzinger leads the MVC in goals,
with 11.
Most recently, the Lady Bears
played to a 1-1 tie at Saint Louis
University.
Two in a row:
Illinois State holds the fourth
place spot in the MVC. Freshman
Betsy Doogan helped the Redbirds
to its second consecutive conference

The Daily Eastern News

Previous

Villanova (7-0)
Western Illinois (7-1)
Delaware (7-1)
Youngstown State (6-1)
Western Kentucky (7-1)
Southern University (7-0)
Stephen F. Austin (6-1)
Eastern Illinois* (7-1)
McNeese State (6-1)
Northern Arizona (6-2)
Eastern Washington (7-1)
East Tennessee State (5-2)
Hampton (7-1)
Georgia Southern (6-2)
Montana (4-3)
Jackson State (6-2)
Flordia A&M (5-2)
Appalachian State (4-3)
Cal Poly-SLO (7-0)
William&Mary (6-3)
Dayton (8-0)
South Carolina State (6-1)
Chattanooga (6-1)
Hofstra (6-2)
Nicholls State (5-3)

Ranking

Gateway Conference
Western Illinois
Southwest Missouri
Northern Iowa
Youngstown State
Indiana State
Southern Illinois
Illinois State

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Team

Volleyball

Men’s Soccer

Co-Rec Basketball results
10/27

Sports Network
Division I-AA Poll
Ranking

7-1
4-3
5-3
4-3
2-6
3-4
2-5
0-8

4-0
3-0
3-1
2-2
2-2
2-3
1-4
0-6

Intramural sports

College Football

Ohio Valley Conference
Conf.
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win this past week as she scored
two goals in a span of 30 seconds in
ISU’s 2-0 victory over Valparaiso.
ISU will be watching the
Eastern/Southwest Missouri game
very closely this weekend as they
will face the loser in the first round
of the conference playoffs.
Eastern faced the Redbirds on Oct.
12 and won the game 1-0.
Five and out:
In fifth place, Creighton’s record
stands at 1-4. The team’s only win
came from its match with
Valparaiso. Seniors Lisa Dispense

and Molly Malone will finish their
careers in the top ten of Creighton’s
all-time scoring charts.
On the bottom, the Valparaiso
Crusaders will enter the MVC tournament with a record of either 1-19
or 2-18.
Either way, this team is a lon shot
to win the conference.
Valparaiso’s perspective on
future seasons is bright; the
Crusaders are made up of over 90
percent freshmen.

NEW YORK (AP) – Two women
are set to be hired as full-time
NBA referees, marking the first
time in major pro sports in the
United States that females will
officiate regular-season games in
an all-male league.
The hiring of Dee Kantner and
Violet Palmer was expected to be
announced today by the NBA.
Kantner, 36, was the supervisor
of officials in the WNBA.
Palmer, 33, was an official in
the women’s professional league.
Both have officiated women’s

college games. Kantner and
Palmer have been working exhibition games the past three weeks.
They also officiated preseason
games in the past two seasons,
although they did not make the
final cut for the regular season.
They will join three other new
members of the NBA’s 58-member officiating crew. The hirings
were not unexpected. The league
office sent a memo to all teams
over the summer ordering them to
set aside a spare room as a locker
room for female officials.

-compiled by Bob Moschel

classified advertising

Personals

Personals

TRAVIS-You are our sunshine,
our only sunshine. You make us
happy when skies are gray! Love
your awesome Kappa Delta girls.
______________________10/29
ALPHA GAM, SIG PI, ALPHA
GAM, SIG PI...Homecoming
1998! Woo, Woo!
______________________10/29

CUPCAKE WE LOVE YOU! Have
another! Glad you made it home!!
Love, John, Mike, Ryan, Amanda,
Bridget, & Patty.
______________________10/29
Need Cash? Sell your unwanted
items in the Daily Eastern News
Classifieds.
____________________OO/HA

It PAY$ to
advertise
in the
D AILY
E ASTERN
N EWS

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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Men booters drop to seventh
With an Eastern loss to
Southwest Missouri and a tie
between Vanderbilt and Western
Kentucky, the Panthers have
dropped out of the final Missouri
Valley Conference playoff spot
with three games left to play.
The Hilltoppers of Western
Kentucky have four points on the
strength of their 1-3-1 conference
record. They currently hold the
No. 5 spot in the conference.
In the sixth spot in the standings are the Commodores.
Vanderbilt has three points with a
0-2-3 conference record, edging
out the Panthers with their 4-7-3,
and percentage.
Eastern also has three points,
with a 1-3-0 conference record,
but are now in seventh place due
to a .250 winning percentage and
a 2-13 overall record. If the playoffs were to start today, the
Panthers would be staying home.
Only Bradley (9-6), winless in
the conference at 0-4, remains
lower in the standings than
Eastern.
The Panthers will host the
Braves at 2 p.m. Friday at
Lakeside Field.
Everyone is still alive at the
bottom of the Missouri
Conference.
Western Kentucky will close
its season against the Braves and
the Panthers, playing both games
on the road, where the team is 1-

WILSON

6 this season. A
win in either of
these two games
will insure a trip
to the MVC
tournament for
the Hilltoppers.
Soccer
Va n d e r b i l t
notebook
will also end its
season on the road against
Bradley and Eastern. The
Commodores must break into the
win column against one of these
two teams. If Vanderbilt continues its trend of ties, having
played its last three conference
foes to 2-2 draws, they may not
make the post season.
To insure a playoff berth,
Eastern will have to keep Bradley
winless and at least tie Vanderbilt
and Western Kentucky.
Bradley will play three conference foes in its last four games,
ending at home against Western
Kentucky. The Braves were winless in the conference last season,
and are headed that way again
this year. Bradley started the season at 9-2, but have lost four
straight since starting conference
play.
Bluejays flying high:
The Creighton Bluejays
stretched their winning streak to
seven games, with a 2-0 win over
Tulsa. Included in that seven
game stretch are four conference
wins and five shutouts.

The only two games in which
the Bluejays surrendered a goal
was an 8-1 drubbing against
Charleston and a 2-1 victory over
Eastern. With its spot in the playoffs all but secured, Creighton
will close out the year with
games against Southwest
Missouri, Evansville and a makeup against Drake.
Do the math:
Three goals divided into two
games equal one Offensive
Player of the Week award for
Southwest Missouri senior midfielder Brad Jordan.
With twin tallies against the
Panthers and a third goal against
Bradley, Jordan has taken the
team lead in scoring, with 20
points. Jordan has scored points
in each of the Bears’ last three
games, and four out of the last
six.
Climbing back up the hill:
Senior goal keeper Andrew
Cecil has turned around Western
Kentucky’s Missouri Valley fortunes, improving the Hilltoppers’
record from 0-3 to 1-3-1 over the
weekend.
For his efforts, which included
a 1-0 shutout against defending
tournament champs Evansville,
Cecil was named the Defensive
Player of the Week. Cecil has
made 60 saves this season.

348-8282

Serving Charleston & Eastern Illinois University
426 W Lincoln

Pizza Pack

3 Large
1 Topping Pizzas

$19.99+tax
Additional toppings $1.10

Additional toppings $1.10

12”

Arby’s Presents...

The Top Ten
Reasons to eat at
Arby’s

University Board
Lectures present

LARRY KAHANER

$5.99+tax

WEDNESDAY
Oct. 29th
ONLY!

Women’s soccer:
Unlike the men, the Eastern women’s soccer
team has already guaranteed itself a spot in the
MVC playoffs. The only question now is what
they will be seeded when they travel to
Springfield, Mo.
The seeding will be decided on the Lady
Panthers’ final game of the season, a game on
Wednesday at Southwest Missouri.
Eastern is currently ranked second place in the
MVC with a 3-1 record. The Lady Bears are in
third place with a 2-1 record.
The No. 1 seed is already taken by Evansville
but the No. 2 seed is still up for grabs.
To get the No. 2 seed, Eastern would have to
beat Southwest Missouri.
This would give them a bye in the opening
round of the playoffs. If they were to lose to
Southwest, the Lady Panthers would be the No. 3
seed.
Led by the duo of Tracie Strother and Beth
Aussin, the Lady Panthers will upset Evansville in
the finals and bring a MVC championship to
Charleston.

Guest Lecturer

Small 2 topping
2 drinks

STOP

-compiled by Drew Granger
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can still lose one game.
Come on, have you guys ever heard of an atlarge bid.
Men’s soccer:
The fate of the men’s soccer team’s playoff
hopes will be decided in the next two weeks.
Eastern is currently in seventh place in the conference and only the top six teams make the MVC
tournament.
Eastern will host Bradley on Friday in a mustwin game.
Bradley is currently 0-4 in conference play, but
has a 9-6 overall record. Eastern then finishes off
the season next week against Western Kentucky
and Vanderbilt.
For Eastern to make the playoffs, it will have to
win at least one of these games and tie another.
Even if the soccer team was to make it to the
playoffs, they would probably have to play the
11th ranked team in the country, the Creighton
Bluejays.
I’m going to go out on a limb here and say that
if the team makes it to the playoffs, they will lose
in the first round.

Lunch

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

One Great Deal
Too Good to Pass Up
Three Beef and Cheddars
Four Regular Roast Beef
Five Arby-Q’s

Your Choice for ONLY

$5.00
Oh Yeah... The other five reasons...
6. ‘Cause We’re Good!
7. ‘Cause We’re Good!
8. ‘Cause We’re Good!
9. ‘Cause We’re Good!
10. ‘Cause We’re Good!

Wednesday, October 29, 1997
Grand Ballroom
8:00 pm $2 w/ EIU ID

Advertise or DIE!
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Trio hopes to bring conference trophy home
By JASON CANGE
Staff writer
For the women’s cross country
team, a lot of its success at the
upcoming Ohio Valley Conference
Championship meet will be determined by the front-running trio of
senior Christen Conrad, junior Sue
Langer and sophomore Jo-Ann
Trevino.
All three women will be vying
for repeat First Team AllConference honors, but more
importantly a team conference title.
“I would love to see us win,
because realistically we know we
can,” Conrad said. “Sure I’m looking to improve on my seventh
place finish, but I’m more worried
about the team. When I cross the
finish line, I just want to be able to
tell myself I did my best for the
team.”
According to the Lady Panther
runners, the championship meet is
where they hope to have their peak
performances.
Head coach John McInerney
said he has given the girls added
incentive to perform well in the
championships.
“Coach Mac has dubbed the race
as `payday.’ The one chance for us
to show everyone what we’re all
about, and the time when all of our
hard will finally `pay’ off,” Trevino
said.
“Being realistic, it’s tough to

“Sue’s biggest strength is her
consistency. She’s had to fight
through some slight injuries this
year and we expect her even keel
to prevail in the race,” McInerney
said.
To prepare for the race and help
curb some of the anxiety which
accompanies any big race, the team
has sought the assistance of sports
psychologist Dr. Gary Canivez.
“He’s been really helpful to the
team and me personally,” Conrad
said. “He takes time away from his
teaching to help us with mental
imagery.”
According to the women,
Canivez’s techniques can be quite
extensive and assist the runners
with everything from visual to
relaxation techniques.
“He has been especially helpful
with his easing the anticipation and
helping us relax. We’ll go over the
entire day’s events from getting off
the bus, to stretching exercises. He
also encourages us to do it on our
own and I like to visualize where
I’ll make my move (in the race),”
Trevino said.
Conrad cites the advantage of
almost feeling as if the team has
run the course even before the gun
sounds.
“We haven’t run the course,
although we know it’s hilly, so we
pretend we’re running the course
the night before the race in the
hotel, and come race day it feels

SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/Photo editor
Junior Susan Langer (left), senior Cristen Conrad (middle) and
sophomore JoAnn Trevino (right) hope to lead the women’s cross
coutntry team to an Ohio Valley Conference championship.
like deja vu.”
tally to run stronger.”
When asked what kind of
Trevino said she has a key to
approach she will take in her run staying in the front of the race.
on Saturday, Conrad said said she’s
“The key is staying with the
not going to change anything.
front-runners from Eastern
“I’m going to come out strong, Kentucky, one runner from
not too fast, and stay with the front Tennessee Tech and a particular
of the pack,” she said. “Sue and I runner from Murray State,” she
work off of each other, talking and said. “If we run well, we can take
encouraging during the race. She second place, but if we run what
has helped me physically and men- we’re capable of, we will win.”

from page 12

because it was good experience and she learned a lot there.
She also said there was one major difference between
Northern and Eastern.
“Northern was a fully funded scholarship school so they
had more money to do different things with,” she said.
Ruf said Padovan played a big part in her coming to
Eastern.
“I wanted to have the opportunity to work with Ray
again,” she said. “I swam for him for four years and I wanted to work with him.”
Not only has Ruf helped out with the improvement of the
women swimmers, Padovan said she is very good about
getting new swimmers in.
“She’s had a real impact because she is increasing the
amount of recruiting,” he said. “She is always going places
or on the phone.
“She gets along with the team and does a lot of individ-

FOOTBALL

“

I wanted to have the opportunity to work with
Ray again. I swam for him four years ago and I
wanted to work with him.

-Donna Ruf
Assistant swim coach

ual corrections with the swimmers.”
Fingello is quick to agree with Padovan, saying Ruf is
always there for her.
“She’s willing to help me in my events and tell me what
I need to do better,” she said.
Recruiting has been made much easier for Ruf because
she said the team this year has some outstanding freshman.
Ruf said she has a couple of things she wants to get

accomplished while she’s at Eastern.
“Education-wise I am going to leave here with a degree,”
she said. “Coaching-wise I hope to gain more experience
with Ray and what I learn here I hope will help me get a
job in the future.”
Padovan said another reason why she is such a good
assistant coach is because of her attitude.
“She’s nice, she’s good (and has) a real good personality,” he said. “She takes things in stride and knows what
needs to be done. This is a long season, so you can’t be a
hard nose for six months and be able to get along with
everybody.”
After getting her degree at Eastern, Ruf said she would
like to become a head coach.
Ruf said Eastern would be a great school to coach at.
“I would love to start here if a full-time position ever
opened up,” she said.

from page 12

against their opponents. Their total offense
comes in at 116th.
“I don’t think you ever anticipate that
you’re going to struggle as much as we
have,” Raetz said. “We’ve been trying to
change that all year.”
Junior Sycamore quarterback Matt
Gajewski has seen the majority of playing
time this season and has connected on 47-of94 passes for 416 yards, two touchdowns and
two interceptions.
“He’s not a pure option quarterback or a
pure drop back quarterback, but he’s a versa-

tile athlete,” Raetz said.
Gajewski is the third leading rusher on the
team with 176 yards on the ground.
Sophomore tailback Sha Caldwell leads with
235 yards while sophomore running back
Calvin Thomas has 226.
Compare that with the Panthers’ top two
rushers, junior tailback Justin Lynch and
sophomore tailback Jabarey McDavid. Lynch
has 739 yards on the season and McDavid
contributes 660 yards.
Third down situations have been more like
missed opportunities, as the Sycamores are

with keynote speaker

Erick King
The AIDS Memorial Quilt:
The Meaning
The Emotion
The Necessity
November 1, 1997 7:00 p.m.
MLK Union Grand Ballroom $3 students / $5 general
Evening includes: guest speakers Jason Amato, Joyce Zschau, Holly Cofer,
video presentation, beverages & hors d’oeuvres
Emcee:Erin Weed
*All proceedes to help bring panels of the AIDS Memorial Quilt to EIU*

converting on only 22 percent of them.
Defense has been the strength of the
Sycamores so far this year.
They rank third in the Gateway in total
defense by giving up 328.5 yards per game
and are also third with the 22.1 points scored
on them each game. The Sycamores lead the
conference in turnover margin at 1.13. This is
partly due to the three interceptions by senior
defensive back Kyle Bibbs and another two
from sophomore linebacker Antonio Pryor.
“The defense has played relatively well,
but they’ve been on the field too long,” Raetz

said. “We’ve got to continue to be productive
on the defensive end.”
Senior Sycamore free safety Robert High
leads the team in tackles with 86. Bibbs has
67 tackles to go with his three interceptions
and three sacks. With the defense strong,
Raetz said he must shift his concern to the
other side of the ball.
“The most obvious thing we’ve got to do is
score more points,” Raetz said. “If we struggle to score points every game, it’s going to
leave you drained. The bottom line is we
have to figure out how to score more.”
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make the NCAA (championship),
so the conference championships
become the biggest meet,” Conrad
said.
Trevino said she is confident due
to her past encounters with particularly hilly courses, much like the
course at Tennessee State.
“I like hills. My home course in
high school was hilly, so I’m used
to them. The key is to just run with
the hills and really attack them.
You must stay mentally focused
and not concentrate on how much
hill remains. If you can do that, it
becomes second nature,” Trevino
said.
McInerney also cited the importance of the Langer-Conrad tandem.
He said the women have pushed
each other all season to new levels
of competition. Last season, the
runners finished sixth and seventh
in last year’s conference championships with seconds separating
them.
“These girls love to compete and
hate to lose to anybody. It’s unfortunate because Sue and Christen
have been training together all
year, pushing and pulling each
other, and are still five seconds
apart. But doing things together
takes the pressure off of each
other,” McInerney said.
The race covers 3.1 miles (5,000
meters) and will require consistent
efforts from all of the runners.
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Sports
Game makers unkind to Sycamores
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor

MATT WILSON
Staff writer

A new month
means a new
season for all
athletic teams
It’s that time of year again.
The most exciting time for an
Eastern athlete, the conference
playoffs.
Eastern will be represented in
both the Missouri Valley
Conference tournament and the
Ohio Valley Conference tournament yet again this season.
While some Eastern teams
have already guaranteed themselves a spot in the post season,
others will have to see what pans
out in the next couple weeks.
Here is a run down of all the
Eastern teams and where they
will be come post season time.
Cross country:
The team is training hard as
they travel to Tennessee for the
OVC tournament this weekend.
Led by seniors Ryan Meece,
Todd Moroney and Mike
McBride, the men hope to
defend last year’s conference
crown.
The women hope that a strong
performance by senior Cristen
Conrad and a group of younger
runners led by Jo-Ann Trevino
will let them do what the men
were able to do last year.
Winning won’t be easy
though, as many teams will be
gunning for Eastern after its performance last year. If anyone
gets in the way of the Panthers,
shoving and elbowing is allowed
in cross country.
Volleyball:
The volleyball team has a little
more time to prepare for its conference championship, as it still
has seven remaining conference
games.
If the team were to win the
remaining seven games, they
would go into the OVC tourney
with a record of 13-5. Of the
seven remaining games, the
team has three of them in the
friendly confines of Lantz
Gymnasium.
The three games are against
Southeast Missouri, Murray
State and Tennessee-Martin.
The key to doing well in the
tournament will be that they
don’t let any matches go five
games.
Football:
Football has no conference
tournament, it just goes by the
regular season winner.
At this moment Eastern is
atop the standings with a 4-0
record, but the Panthers have
three tough conference games
remaining against Indiana State,
Murray State and Eastern
Kentucky.
If the Panthers want a ticket to
the post season, they can still
See WILSON page 10

When the season’s over, 18year Indiana State head coach
Dennis Raetz won’t be sending
out any thank you cards to the
schedule makers.
As if things had not been
rough enough for Raetz when
his team opened the season
against the Division I-AA’s then
13th ranked Murray State with a
13-0 loss, the Sycamores followed up with games against
No. 1 Youngstown State and a
No. 5 Western Illinois team.
Now he has to play the No. 8
Panthers who are riding a sevengame winning streak. The
Sycamores dropped all three of
their previous games against
ranked teams, by a combined
score of 81-3. They currently sit
at 3-5 overall and 2-3 in the
Gateway Conference.
“Well, it’s been frustrating to
a degree,” Raetz said. “Our
schedule has been exceedingly
tough. We’re not mature enough
to deal with teams like that.”
Indiana State is coming off a
double-overtime 16-13 victory
over Illinois State Saturday in
Normal. It was the Sycamores’
first overtime win since they
came out on top in another 1613 double-overtime decision,
although it was against Eastern

in the 1983 I-AA playoffs.
With
Murray
State,
Youngstown and Western
already out of the way for
Indiana State, Raetz will know
the routine all too well when the
Panthers travel to Terre Haute
Saturday.
“We’re going in as the underdog,” he said. “Eastern is a top
rated football team and we’re
going to have to scratch and
fight to hang in there.”
Hanging in there is something
the Sycamores have not been
able to do, as opponents have
been outscoring them in every
quarter. Even if Indiana State
can stay in the game, odds are
the team will surrender the victory – they have been outscored
59-9 in the fourth quarter.
“Our schedule has something
to do with that,” Raetz said. “We
also have immaturity in our
skilled positions. The combination of those two things is not
good.”
The offense as a whole has
been a headache for Raetz all
season long. Out of the 118 IAA teams, the Sycamores are
117th in passing offense with
only 70.7 yards per game in the
air.
They are also 117th in scoring, as Indiana State’s offense
puts up just under nine points
See SYCAMORES page 11

SCOTT BEAUDRY/ Staff photographer
Junior fullback Justin Lynch tries to evade an Austin Peay defender in
Saturday’s victory. Eastern travels to Indiana State on Saturday.

With victory Friday, lady booters get bye
The Missouri Valley Conference standings this
week place the 3-1 Lady Panthers at the second
place spot. Eastern won both matches over the
weekend and lead the Southwest Missouri State
Lady Bears.
“We have overcome tremendous adversity this
season and a conference victory would be a good
way to end it,” said head coach Steve Ballard.
The Lady Panthers must come up with a win at
the home against the Lady Bears to keep their
ranking and to receive a bye on the first night of
conference tournament play.
When Eastern faces Southwest Missouri
Friday, it will give the Lady Panthers a chance to
check out the tournament field as Southwest
hosts the conference tournament on Nov. 6. All
six teams in the MVC will be admitted into the
conference tournament, even the Valparaiso
Crusaders, who are without a conference win.
Throughout the season, Ballard has empha-

sized that there is much of the team that he and
the fans still have yet to see.
“Right now, this team is playing the best they
ever have in the last two and a half years. They
have my total confidence to finish out the season
victorious,” Ballard said.
The Lady Panthers currently lead the MVC in
shots, goals, assists and total points. Also junior
forward Beth Aussin joined teammates junior
forward Tracie Strother, and sophomore goalie
Jessica Graczyk in MVC accomplishments.
Aussin received MVC Offensive Player of the
Week and helped lead the Lady Panthers to two
victories over the weekend, and leads the team
with 10 assists. She ranks second on the team in
goal scoring, with seven.
Other Lady Panther conference leaders include
junior midfielder Heather Ory, junior forward
Tracie Strother and junior defensive player Diane
Markus.

Ory ranks third in the conference in total
points, fourth in assists and third in goal Strother
ranks fifth in overall points, tenth in goals and
fifth in assists.
Though Markus has been out for two weeks,
she still made the top ten in the MVC in total
points and fifth overall in goals.
“From this point on we have to continue the
‘Aplay to win’ philosophy that has helped us get
this far,” Ballard said.
Aces lead the pack:
At the top of the conference, the University of
Evansville Aces have won their last five games.
The last game for the Aces resulted in a 2-0
shutout of the Illinois State Redbirds.
The Purple Aces outscored the rest of the
MVC 13-1. Dating back to last season,
Evansville has won 11 straight matches against
MVC competition.
See VICTORY page 9

Ex-swimmer finds job as head coach’s assistant
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer

JOHN BATES/ Staff photographer
New swimming assistant coach Donna Ruf works at her desk during
swim practice today. Ruf swam for Eastern until 1995.

Eastern swimmer Donna Ruf
graduated in 1995, but now she is
testing the waters of the assistant
swimming coach position.
“Donna is somebody who is
real capable of doing a good job,”
Eastern head swimming coach
Ray Padovan said. “We had an
opening for a graduate assistant
and since we have a men’s and a
women’s team. I really needed a
female, but that’s not the reason I
hired her.
“Donna coached at Northern
(Illinois) last year as a graduate
assistant so I got just what I wanted; someone with a good background that knows something
about our program.”
Not only is Padovan a fan of
Ruf’s, other swimmers are too.

“I knew Donna before and I’ve
always liked her,” senior Katie
Fingello said. “She was also a
coach at Northern and I knew
some swimmers there and they
loved her, so I was glad to hear
she would be our coach.”
In her swimming days at
Eastern, Ruf swam in the 50meter freestyle and the 100-meter
freestyle. She said in the beginning it was difficult for her to
think she could not put on her suit
and take a dip anymore, but now
she can resist the temptation.
“At first when I finished it was
hard,” Ruf said. “After a couple of
years out I like being a coach. I
now have the mindset that coaching is what I’m supposed to do
and I don’t miss swimming.”
Ruf said she liked it at Northern
See RUF page 11

